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Presenting a Normal Mapping Shadows (NMS) technique to render 
microsurface self shadowing by using normal maps. No height 
map is required.

Works well with both forward (directly in the material shader) and 
deferred (by using GBuffer normal) rendering.



Height map shadows together with parallax 
effect significantly improve perceived surface 
depth

+ Great visuals

- Height maps require extra video memory

- Often height maps are unavailable or bothersome to author, very 
few released games have them



But games do have normal maps, why not use them?



● Bump Mapping

● Normal Mapping Shadows (NMS)

● Parallax Occlusion Mapping (POM)



Normal Mapping Shadows 

+ Good increase in detail

+ Works fine with 2 channels of normal map and reconstructed Z 
component, saving memory for something more useful than height 
data (f.e. reflection amount, glossiness)

- Produce wrong result if slopes of normal map are invalid (but the 
lighting there is wrong anyway)

- No parallax :(



How it works



The light ray is an axis for computing slope of normal map. Trace 
from hit point to light direction and compute sum of dot products 
between normal map and light direction.

If slope is bigger than 0, pixel is shadowed. If slope is also bigger 
than previous maximal value, increase hardness of shadow.



● Normal Mapping Shadows effect is similar to parallax technique, 
but instead of comparing heights of texel and traced vector at each 
step, compute dot product of lighting and adjust slope as sum of 
previous dot products

● Optimizations similar to parallax can be applied as well, variable 
sampling rate and shadow length depending from angle and 
distance to surface, etc

● Softer shadows possible by various tweaks or interpolation



Forward renderer

+ No issues with occluded objects

+ Wider possibilities for customization, including rendering of 
translucent objects

- Requires texture "sides" for non tiled maps or transparency to limit 
tracing distance or visual errors when going outside of UV range of 
the mesh (same problem as parallax effect)

- Shadows are not cast from other textures and meshes



Deferred renderer

+ No need to change meshes and textures (artists are happy)

+ Better performance by texel and fill rate both for computing NMS 
(especially when using compute shader)

+ Smooth transition of shadows for all objects, including decals

- Normal map from GBuffer is occluded by objects, in practice barely 
noticeable as the length of such shadows is short



Solutions to issues with deferred render

● Stencil mask for characters, vehicles to not apply Normal Mapping 
Shadows to them

● Compute effect before characters, vehicles and other similar objects 
rendered

● Depth comparison in the NMS by distance factors to skip occluded 
objects



Screenshots are taken with deferred version
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Demo application
Example and other related materials are available 
at http://enbdev.com
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Questions?


